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Signature Plating …Producing finished parts from start to finish  
 

 

CIBOLO, TEXAS – August 14, 2019 Signature Plating of Cibolo Texas identified a trend for finished 

parts a couple years ago and has developed internal processes to support. With direct input from 

customers, meetings with industry leaders, they desire delivered parts be complete and ready for 

installation. 

While the concept isn’t new, today’s OEM’s, seat manufacturer’s and integrators are looking for ways 

to streamline their internal processes related to materials logistics and parts processing consolidation. 

Signature Plating recognized the need for this type of partnership and offers support that can deliver 

a finished part to its Customer. The market is looking to their primary suppliers to provide a finished 

part that meets a programs’ or Customer’s specific cosmetic specification that is ready for installation 

once delivered.  

Our Customers are sourcing every aspect of part acquisition from the identification of the potential 

supplier to manufacturing and then to the plating and/or anodizing. Streamlining this process 

significantly reduces the inventory, vendor management costs and provides an opportunity for 

substantial savings. Production schedules are better maintained coordinating with one reliable 

Vendor. 

Supply Chain Managers need to reduce their internal costs, paperwork and daily management of 

inventory, manufacturing, and outside processes. The program management is transferred to 

Signature Plating and becomes our responsibility. Signature Plating is working with multiple 

customers developing programs that save considerable inventory maintenance and acquisition costs. 

The expanded supplier role gives Signature Plating total responsibility to manage inventory, 

manufacture, process and deliver the desired program parts virtually right to the production line.  

This arrangement allows Signature to more fully support our customers by providing them greater 

opportunity to focus on the development of new products to meet their Company goal and 

objectives. Our Customers are always looking for methods to maximize their internal resources, 

Signature Plating listened and delivered!  

 



 

 

About Signature Plating 

Signature Plating is a full-service plating facility dedicated to producing the highest quality products 

with rapid turn times. The company’s services include decorative plating and anodizing for the 

aviation industry, as well as other VIP markets. If it can be plated, rest assured that Signature can do 

it — and do it well. For more information, please call 210.658.5599 or visit signatureplating.com. 
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http://signatureplating.com/

